. Towards model-based systems engineering (MBSE) patterns to efficiently reuse know-how.
another one more mature and closer to the customer needs. (Kennedy, Sobek, and Kennedy 2014 ) emphasizes on the fact that an inversion of the paradigm is needed, and from their point of view, it is feasible by transferring the load toward the "front" phases of engineering activities. It implies for the development team to innovate on small tests that can help them define and challenge the limit of a technology in order to establish a set of possible designs. They can then build the system thanks to all the knowledge accumulated from these maturation activities. That is the reason why "point-based design" can be seen as a "document-based design" as requirement and specifications have been managed with documents and natural language, resulting in many iterations. As a result, "set-based design" and MBSE approaches aim at the same goals, which are reducing rework and improving decision-making. However, even if models support decision maker by presenting just the information needed, it still needs to be improved (Russell 2012) . That is why this paradigm shift complements modeling approach on decision-making by systematically accumulating knowledge and defining a set of possible designs (by maturation) before making key decisions.
The third approach is based on the concept of "pattern", described for the first time in architecture by (Alexander, Ishikawa, and Silverstein 1977) , then promoted in software engineering by (Gamma et al. 1993; Bushmann, Meunier, and Rohnert 1996) . In the field of systems engineering, (Barter 1998) and also (Haskins 2003) , were the first to introduce pattern and pattern language for capturing the engineering knowledge. (Pfister et al. 2012) adapted the concept to functional architecture design and describes patterns with enhanced function flow block diagram (eFFBD), which is translatable into SysML, allowing a bridge with MBSE. But other works are trying to link MBSE and patterns. (Schindel 2005) based his work on the hypothesis that systems engineering should be a merge of prose and diagrams in order to create a formal model. He sees "patterns as re-usable models" and applies it to requirements and design. This modelling framework has led to an INCOSE working group called MBSE Patterns (pattern-based systems engineering) and where patterns can be configured or specialized into product lines or into product systems. At a high-level, they constitute a generic system pattern model that can be customized for an enterprise's needs, configuration, use, so that engineers can benefit from the concepts of MBSE without being an expert of modeling methodologies.
In this section, three approaches have been presented, and possible links with MBSE have been considered.
Discussion
From the three approaches presented in the previous section, arguments regarding "knowledge reuse" have not been discussed even if bridges with MBSE have been made explicit. As "knowledge reuse" is one key element when engineers seek to reduce rework and system development costs, these goals raise issues concerning knowledge management to perform efficient reuse. This discussion focuses on the pattern approach, as it configurability property and its capacity to combine with MBSE is more likely to help in the search for new forms of expressible and reusable knowledge.
The engineering artefact on which a pattern is applied may be the system of interest (SOI) or systems engineering activities (SEA) -such as requirement engineering, functional architecture design, and physical architecture design -whose aim is to produce a model of the SOI (Pfister et al. 2012 ). Both should be addressed in order to propose a broad approach for generic patterns based on MBSE methodology. But, to keep consistency between patterns -as they do not target the same objectives -they must not be mixed: one pattern address only one aspect (SOI or SEA). For example, COTS address a solution for the SOI, thus it may be possible to apply the same criteria in order to build SOI patterns, but a particular attention must be paid concerning the pattern's configurability contrary to COTS. Another example would be to address a pattern concerning "set-based design" as a SEA pattern, but this would need to correctly address the principle of this approach in MBSE, which mean identify the level of abstraction or how to model it.
Beyond these aspects, a very important dimension appears when trying to practice "knowledge reuse" for innovation. Indeed, reuse cannot be applied like a copy and paste process as it also should facilitate innovation by allowing engineers to create new ideas from expressed knowledge. It is true that capitalizing on experiences happened when a solution is known and frequently used in the field. But, this would mean missing the separation of "knowledge reuse" detailed by (Majchrzak, Cooper, and Neece 2004) in two processes : one for replication, and the other for innovation. They identified a six stages process, which is more likely to foster innovation in the specific context of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). But what drives JPL can possibly drive other institutions, thus it seems possible to build a SEA pattern concerning innovation. And as it appears that the process can be defined by use cases and scenarios (depending on the actors), and a functional flow, an MBSE approach can be considered.
To go further, a process of knowledge reuse combined with an MBSE approach that follows lean (McManus, Haggerty, and Murman 2005) or frugal (Weigl, Wang, and Sepahvand 2012) philosophies seems to make sense. Indeed, one issue that appears when applying MBSE concerns the level of abstraction a model is addressing. These ways of thinking can help engineers to find the level of modeling that is complete enough to provide the right information for the right stakeholders.
What emerges from this discussion, is the need to practice reuse in a smart way, in order to benefits from engineers feedback for improving engineering phases, while enabling innovation and bridges towards MBSE
Conclusion
The three approaches presented in this article have raised many issues, which must strive stakeholders for developing efficient "knowledge reuse" in order to reduce costs, time, and facilitate innovation during engineering phases. The coupled approach between MBSE and "knowledge reuse" has shown promising outlook and especially concerning the concept of pattern which appears to be a possible part to the answer regarding the growing complexity of systems, as it is generic and does not follow a unique method.
